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Generation of bright squeezed light at 1.06mm using cascaded nonlinearities in a triply resonant
cw periodically-poled lithium niobate optical parametric oscillator

K. S. Zhang, T. Coudreau,* M. Martinelli, A. Maı̂tre, and C. Fabre
Laboratoire Kastler Brossel, Universite´ Pierre et Marie Curie, case 74, 75252 Paris cedex 05, France

~Received 27 February 2001; published 20 August 2001!

We have used an ultralow threshold continuous-wave optical parametric oscillator~OPO! to reduce the
quantum fluctuations of the reflected pump beam below the shot noise limit. The OPO consisted of a triply
resonant cavity containing a periodically poled lithium niobate crystal pumped by a Nd:YAG~yttrium alumi-
num garnets! laser and giving signal and idler wavelengths close to 2.12mm and a threshold as low as
300 mW. We detected the quantum fluctuations of the pump beam reflected by the OPO using a slightly
modified homodyne detection technique. The measured noise reduction was 30%~inferred noise reduction at
the output of the OPO 38%).

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.64.033815 PACS number~s!: 42.65.Yj, 42.50.Dv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Continuous-wave optical parametric oscillators~OPOs!
have been used for over a decade to study and modify
quantum noise of light. Successful experiments involved c
ation of squeezed light below the oscillation threshold@1,2#,
subshot noise intensity correlations between signal and i
beams@3,4#, and pump squeezing@5#. These experiments
have been performed using OPOs pumped with visible lig
generally the second harmonic of Nd:YAG~yttrium alumi-
num garnets! lasers, and most of them generated nonclass
light at a wavelength different from the pump waveleng
Pump squeezing in an OPO above threshold@5# provides a
direct and efficient way to generate bright squeezed be
without frequency changes. The OPO acts as a ‘‘quan
noise eater,’’ like a Kerr medium, by making use of the s
called ‘‘cascaded nonlinearities’’@6#. Such cascaded nonlin
earities, resulting from the coexistence of sum-freque
generation and parametric down conversion occurring in
OPO, have been shown to amount to a nonlinear phase
on the pump beam which emerges from the cavity after
nonlinear interaction with the signal and idler beams in
parametric crystal. This effect has been known for a lo
time to be able to produce significant quantum noise red
tion @7#. In order to have access to a new frequency rang
pump squezing, we have used a quasi phase-matched~QPM!
material, periodically poled lithium niobate~PPLN!, which
makes it possible to build low-threshold cw OPOs operat
with a Nd:YAG laser as a pump and signal and idler bea
in the mid-IR@8–10#. The experiment that we present here
the first, to the best of our knowledge, to use QPM mate
for a quantum noise reduction experiment in the cw regim

After a brief description of the experimental setup, w
will study in Sec. III the behavior of the mean fields pr
duced by this device and compare it to theoretical pred
tions. In Sec. IV we will present the theoretical predictions
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well as the experimental results for the quantum noise, sh
ing 38% noise reduction below the standard quantum lim

II. EXPERIMENT SETUP

The setup is shown on Fig. 1. We have used a dio
pumped monolithic Nd:YAG laser~Lightwave 126-1064-
700! as a pump source. This source delivers a cw beam
TEM00 mode which exhibits very large excess noise bel
20 MHz due to the relaxation oscillation peak noise of t
pump semiconductor laser~left, Fig. 2!. In order to obtain
noise reduction below the standard quantum limit within t
OPO cavity bandwidth, we need first to obtain a pump be
at the shot-noise level. For this purpose we send the b
through a filtering cavity. It is a ring three-mirror cavity@11#
to prevent back reflections from perturbing the laser~Fig. 1!.
The input and output mirrors (M1,M2) are identical plane
mirrors with a reflexion coefficient on the order of 99.5% f
the s-polarization. The end mirror (M3) is a concave mirror
with a radius of curvature of 750 mm and a reflexion co
ficient close to 99.9%. The measured finesse for the cavit
close to 700. For a 70-cm round-trip length the cavity ban
width is below 1 MHz when the cavity is locked on res
nance. The field fluctuations of the transmitted beam
shot-noise limited above 5 MHz~right, Fig. 2!. Due to the
non-negligible losses on the mirrors, we obtain 30% pow
transmission as opposed to 80% theoretical prediction
75% in similar experiments where very-high-quality mirro
were used@11#. When the cavity is locked by a servo loo
using a frequency modulation of the Nd:YAG laser at
kHz, its output is stable over several tens of minutes. T
mode matching of the pump beam to the OPO cavity w
92% without the filtering cavity and over 97% with the fi
tering cavity which plays a role of spatial filter.

The half wave plate HWP1 and the polarizing beam sp
ter PBS1 control the pump intensity sent into the OPO c
ity. The pump beam passes through the Faraday rotator~FR!,
and the input polarization is controlled by the half wave pla
HWP2. The reflected pump beam, after the interaction w
the OPO cavity, returns by the same optics and is reflecte
PBS1 after the double passage through the Faraday rot
For the local oscillator, we used part of the input beam
d-
©2001 The American Physical Society15-1
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
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flected by PBS1. The reflected beam passes by an op
circulator made by a quater wave plate~QWP1! and a mirror
(M4) mounted in a piezoactuator for the phase variati
The crossed polarized local oscillator and reflected pu
beams are then mixed at the homodyne detection system
the polarizing beam splitter PBS2 and the half wave pl
HWP3, and detected by the high efficiency InGaAs photo
tectors~Epitaxx ETX 300, quantum efficiency 94%). A pa
of Brewster plates~BP! at the Brewster angle for the loca
oscillator polarization can be introduced in the system, p
ducing a reduction in the reflected pump beam with no
ticeable change in the local oscillator.

The triply resonant OPO has been described extensi
in a previous paper@8# and we will only recall here its main
properties. The cavity is a symmetric cavity with a length
approximately 65 mm. The pump coupling mirror (M5) has
a reflection coefficient of 87%, so that the transmission
much larger than the other losses inside the cavity. The
mirror (M6) is highly reflecting for the pump beam to re
duce the losses~reflection of 99.8%). The mirrors have larg
reflection coefficients in the 2-mm range to ensure sma
losses for the pump beam due to conversion to signal
idler (99.8% forM5, 99% forM6). They have a radius o
curvature of 30 mm to ensure optimal waist sizes in
crystal (36mm at 1.06mm, 51mm at 2.12mm).

The crystal is a PPLN crystal from Crystal Technologie
with a width of 12 mm, a length of 19 mm, and a thickne
of 0.5 mm. Both faces of the crystal are antireflection coa
for pump, signal, and idler frequencies~residual reflection of
0.6% for the pump and 0.4% for signal and idler!. The crys-
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tal absorption in the infrared region is small (0.3%
1.06mm according to the manufacturer!. The crystal is
formed of eight different paths with spatial periodicity var
ing between 30 and 31.2mm. All the experimental results
shown in this paper were made using a 31.1mm spatial pe-
riod for which the exact quasi-phase-matching condition
degenerate signal and idler wavelength at 2.12mm is ob-
tained with a temperatureTQPM'162 °C. The crystal is
placed inside a temperature stabilized oven. In the prese
of the crystal, the measured finesse for the pump is aro
40, in good agreement with the theoretical expressions w
the calculated finesse for signal and idler is around 200.
typical oscillation threshold is around 500mW with thresh-
olds as low as 300mW for a limited time. For continuous
operation, the OPO cavity is locked in the resonance of
2 mm output.

III. MEAN-FIELDS STUDY

The well-known equations for the intracavity mean fiel
are @12#

E05t0Ein1r 0~E02x* E1E2!eiw0, ~3.1!

E15r ~E11xE0E2* !eiw1, ~3.2!

E25r ~E21xE0E1* !eiw2, ~3.3!

whereE0 , E1, andE2 are the intracavity pump, signal, an
idler fields, respectively,t0 and r 0 are the amplitude trans
e
is
FIG. 2. Intensity noise before and after th
filtering cavity showing that the output beam
shot-noise limited above 5 MHz.
5-2
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GENERATION OF BRIGHT SQUEEZED LIGHT AT 1.06 . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 033815
mission and reflection coefficients at the pump frequencyx
is the nonlinear coupling coefficient, andr is the common
value for the amplitude reflection coefficient at the signal a
idler frequencies.w0 , w1, andw2 are the round-trip phase
for pump, signal, and idler fields, respectively. Above thre
old, Eqs.~3.2! and ~3.3! lead to the condition@13#

w15w212pp, ~3.4!

wherep is an integer. Each value ofp is associated with a
given mode, i.e., a well-defined couple of signal and id
frequencies,v1 andv2. More precisely, using the Sellmeie
equation for lithium niobate@14# and Eq.~3.4!, one can find
for any given cavity lengthLcav , crystal temperatureT, and
mode indexp the values ofv1 andv2 . T andp being fixed,
a minimum of the oscillation threshold is reached at valu
of the cavity length where bothw1 andw2 are multiples of
2p. Let us callLp the signal-idler double resonance poi
within a given free spectral range.

In order to calculate the oscillation threshold and out
fields, we have taken into account the periodical poling. T
usual phase mismatch,Dk5k02k12k2, is replaced byDk
5k02k12k222p/L, whereL denotes the spatial period o
the crystal. The nonlinear coupling coefficient, which can
written in a usual bulk crystal

x5xbulk
(2) 5x (2)S v0 ,

v0

2
,
v0

2 D sincS Dkl

2 DexpS 2 i
Dkl

2 D ,

~3.5!

with sinc (w)5sin (w)/w, now becomes

x5xQPM
(2) 5x (2)S v0 ,

v0

2
,
v0

2 D 2

p
sincS Dk l

2 DexpS 2 i
Dk l

2 D
~3.6!

for an integer number of periods within the crystal of leng
l. If the crystal does not consist of an integer number
periods, the coupling coefficient has an additional term l
xbulk

(2) , depending on the added fraction of the period. Sin
the relative contribution of this term will have the order
L/L, it can be neglected in the calculation ofxQPM

(2) . How-
ever, its contribution to the crystal length will have a mu
more important effect in the relative phase shift between
interacting beams. The effect of such an additional ph
shift is known to increase the threshold in the case of a lin
OPO cavity @13#. This increase will depend on this pha
term, reaching 1.9 times the mininum threshold that wo
be obtained with a perfect phase matching, perfect perio
ity of the crystal, and no added relative phase. In orde
optimize the threshold, it is possible to use crystals w
nonparallel faces that allow a precise choice of the cry
length @15,16#.

The curves in Figs. 3~d!–3~f! show the mean-field inten
sities calculated from these equations as a function of ca
length for three different temperatures and pump intensit
For a given cavity length, there are many different modep
where the OPO can oscillate. For each one of these mo
there will be a different threshold value, and the OPO w
operate in the mode with the lowest threshold@17#. The cal-
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culated frequency difference between signal and idler
shown in THz on traces 3~a!, 3~b!, and 3~c! showing that the
system can be swept over a large frequency range. Du
the cavity scanning, the OPO passes through a large num
of individual modes, remaining on a given value of the fr
quency difference only over a limited range of cavity leng
@inset, curve 3~a!#. When the temperature approachesTQPM,
the signal and idler frequencies become very close, and
difference between signal and idler indices of refraction
comes very small. In these conditions, the resonance len
Lp of different oscillation modesp become very close to
each other and the possible oscillating modes overlap. As
OPO is never multimode in steady-state operation@17,18#, it
jumps from one mode to the next (p→p62) when the cav-
ity length is varied. As a result, the OPO always oscilla
very close to the double resonance configuration. The m
jumps can be seen as discontinuities on the mean field. T
discontinuies are easily visible on the experimental cur
and using an auxiliary Fabry-Perot, we have observed mo
mode operation with mode hops at the discontinuities. Th
discontinuities are not seen on the calculated curves wh
do not take into account the dynamics of the system wh
experimentally, since the threshold varies slowly for the d
ferent modes, the OPO remains on its initial mode even
is unstable, leading to mode jumps by more than two un

Intracavity signal and idler intensities exhibit a bistab
behavior as a function of cavity length when specific con
tions on the pump and signal detunings are met@19#. In our
case, as the OPO works almost always with a small detun
of the signal and idler fields, it is difficult to observe an
bistable behavior. Nevertheless, due to the parabolic shap
the phase-matching curve in a type-I medium@20#, for a
temperature close toTQPM, oscillation is limited by the fre-
quency degeneracy of signal and idler (p50). Thus the de-
tuning range obtained for the modep50 is much larger than
that obtained for other modes. Such a behavior may be s
on the left-hand side of curve 3~f!. In this region, for an
adequate cavity detuning the bistable behavior is expec
The value of the pump detuning can be selected by the t
perature control of the phase matching condition at deg
eracy, displacing the position of the sharp side of the sig
and idler curve relative to the pump resonance position. T
sharp edge position is critically dependent on the tempe
ture, and a 0.1 °C variation is enough to displace the deg
erate point out of the pump resonance.

IV. QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS OF THE PUMP FIELD

The quantum fluctuations of the pump field have be
calculated in Ref.@21#. This paper shows that best quadratu
squeezing on the pump field increases with pump power
is already significant a few times~by a factor 3 or 4! above
threshold and for any value of the detunings. It increa
when approaching the bistability threshold, i.e., for rath
important signal-idler and pump detunings. Squeezing occ
on the phase component at exact double resonance@5# and,
for nonzero detunings, on a quadrature component that
tates quickly when this detunning changes. Using the
tailed calculations of@21#, it is possible to evaluate the opt
5-3
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FIG. 3. OPO mean values study as a function of the variation of cavity length. The frequency difference between the signal an
THz is shown on traces~a!, ~b!, and ~c!. Calculated signal mean intensities@traces~d!, ~e!, ~f!, continuous line# and experimental curves
@traces~g!, ~h!, ~i!# are shown with the same scales; the undepleted pump mean intensity is shown for comparison~dashed lines!. The
horizontal axis is inmm. The experimental conditions~temperature and pump power! areT5TQPM24.3° andPpump

in 52Pth @traces~a!, ~d!,
and~g!#, T5TQPM21.1° andPpump

in 54Pth @traces~b!, ~e!, and~h!# andT5TQPM20.1° andPpump
in 58Pth @traces~c!, ~f!, and~g!#. Pth is the

minimum threshold obtained at exact resonance for pump, signal, and idler at a given temperature. In curve~a! the zoom area shows th
mode hop during the cavity scan.
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mum noise reduction as a function of cavity length at a giv
temperature. The curves are shown in Fig. 4. It can be s
on these curves that the optimum squeezing is significan
a broad range of detunings and increases with the pu
power. On the other hand, the intensity noise~gray line!
exhibits rapid oscillations for small changes of the cav
length ~of the order of tenths of nm!. Even with a stable
electronical locking of the OPO cavity, fast small variatio
around the locking position cannot be avoided, thus reduc
the measurable intensity squeezing. Actually the most e
cient locking is obtained exactly at the triply resonant co
dition when only quadrature squeezing can be observed

The quantum noise of quadrature components of the
flected pump beam are measured using a slightly modi
homodyne detection procedure. In order to prevent satura
of the detectors~which occurs around 3 mW!, the local os-
cillator cannot be much more powerful than the reflec
pump beam. The difference of the photocurrents fluctuati
obtained by the two balanced photodetectors can be wr
as
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D2~ i 12 i 2!}I LOD2Eu ~4.1!

only when the local oscillator is much stronger than t
beam to measure.I LO denotes the mean local oscillato
power andD2Eu the variance of the reflected pump in th
quadratureu determined by the phase difference between
local oscillator and the reflected pump mean field. The m
surement, with a spectrum analyzer, of the spectral densit
the difference of the photocurrents gives directly the no
spectrum of the quadrature component of angleu. In the
general case of a finite ratio between the mean intensitie
the beam to study and of the local oscillator beam, an ad
tionnal term appears and the difference of the photocurre
is now

D2~ i 12 i 2!}I LOD2Eu1ID2ELO,p , ~4.2!

where we neglect correlations between the two beams~this is
justified since these beams are obtained by splitting a co
ent state on a beam splitter!. I is the mean reflected pum
5-4
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FIG. 4. Calculated mean intensities~upper
traces! and noise~lower traces; dark line, opti-
mum noise reduction; gray line, intensity nois!
as a function of cavity length in the same cond
tions as Fig. 3.
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The
intensity andD2ELO, p the variance of the pump beam in
given quadrature. This extra term can be measured inde
dently. Taking into account the fact that the local oscillator
in a coherent state, its high-frequency noise is equal to
of the vacuum noise and can be measured by blocking
local oscillator arm. Using this measurement, we can ren
malize the total photocurrent difference~4.2! and obtain the
reflected pump noise. This correction amounts to appro
mately 30% of the shot noise.

The noise measurement is made with a pair of balan
InGaAs photodetectors. The mode matching between the
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flected pump and the local oscillator is on the order of 97
The pump intensity incident on the OPO isPpump

in

51.2 mW, for a threshold power of 300mW. The reflected
pump intensity at the position of the photodetectors w
Ppump

det 50.45 mW. The temperature isT5TQPM21 °C and
the local oscillator power isPLO51.2 mW. Figure 5 shows
the noise powerN1 obtained as the local oscillator phase
scanned~thick black line!, as well as the shot noise leve
measured for the local oscillator and the reflected pu
beams~respectively,N2 andN3). The sum of the shot noise
power of both beams is also presented for comparison.
ed pump
he dotted
the
th the two
l
e as
FIG. 5. Noise power measured at the homodyne detection. The thick black line is obtained with both local oscillator and reflect
during the scan of the local oscillator phase. The dashed line is the local oscillator shot-noise level, obtained for a blocked pump. T
line is the shot-noise level for the reflected pump~blocked local oscillator!. The gray line is the calculated shot-noise level obtained from
sum of the local oscillator and the equivalent reflected pump shot-noise power and corresponds to the expected shot noise wi
beams present~since the beams have uncorrelated fluctuations!. The electronic background noise level is2102.6 dBm. The experimenta
conditions are the following:Ppump

in 51.2 mW, Ppump
det 50.45 mW,PLO51.2 mW. The experimental settings of the spectrum analyzer ar

follows: the noise analysis frequency is 6 MHz, the resolution bandwidth is 100 kHz, and the video bandwidth is 10 kHz.
5-5
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FIG. 6. Normalized noise as a function o
time when the local oscillator phase is scanne
The thick black line is the unattenuated bea
noise showing 30% noise reduction below th
standard quantum limit. The dashed line sho
the measured noise in the presence of the pai
Brewster plates. The gray line is the calculat
noise taking into account the losses introduced
the pair of Brewster plates. The thin black lin
corresponds to the shot-noise limit.
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electronic noise level is small (2102.6 dBm) and is taken
into account in our calculations. The variance of the quad
ture component fluctuations, normalized to the coherent s
fluctuations (N5D2Eu /D2ELO,p) can be obtained from the
noise measurements shown at Fig. 5 using the correc
presented in Eq.~4.2!. Figure 6 shows this normalized nois
N5(N12N3)/N2. The measured noise reduction is 30
corresponding to an inferred noise reduction at the outpu
the OPO of 38%, when losses are taken into account.

To check that we have indeed noise reduction below
standard level, we have introduced losses on the sque
beam. In order for these losses not to change the opera
conditions ~namely the incident pump power,Ppump

in ), we
have introduced losses using a pair of glass plates oriente
the Brewster angle with respect to the propagation axis~Fig.
1!: in that case, the losses are 46% for the squeezed b
and not measurable for the local oscillator since the t
beams are orthogonally polarized. The dashed gray line
Fig. 6 gives the quadrature noise measured using this de
This line coincides well with the full gray line that represen
the measured noise without attenuation~thick black line! cor-
rected using the well-known formula@22# Nloss5(12G)N
1G, whereNloss is the normalized noise of the attenuat
beam,N is the normalized noise of the input beam, andG is
J

n

ia
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the loss coefficient of the inserted attenuator.
The measured noise reduction is in good agreement w

the quadrature noise reduction obtained in our theoret
calculations (44%, Fig. 4!. The smaller value for the mea
sured compression may be due to an underestimated v
for the intracavity losses at our calculations.

V. CONCLUSION

We have reported on the use of quasi-phase-matched
terials for cw quantum noise reduction experiments and
served an inferred noise reduction of 38% below the st
dard quantum limit using such a material. The use of qua
phase-matched materials in quantum optics seems
promising as it enlarges the wavelength range where qu
tum effects can be obtained.
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